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Maker Pedagogy at school

Which processes can they support?

Through which WORK CYCLE? 

Makification School Childhood



persistence during a challenge

failure = opportunity for improvement

customization

peer feedback

Maker Pedagogy at school



Think Make Improve and 3D Printing at school

• Think: problem setting phase. For 3D printing assignments, students

decide – among themselves and with the teacher – what they will realize. 

They make the task verbal bringing out any lexical difficulties, and 

exploring the issue through drawings or other materials.

• Make: a phase during which all creation and student mediation

processes occur concerning the objects to be realized. In the case of 3D 

printing assignments, this is the moment when the model is designed and 

printed.

• Improve: test phase to check if the model works, or if it is compliant

with the characteristics designed during the thinking phase and realized in 

the make phase. For 3D printing assignments, there is a verification on the 

object’s characteristics, the approval by the group, or the transition to a 

new think phase. In this context, a failure is not seen as something

negative, but as an opportunity to improve and enhance the project.. 



State of the art
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The Research Questions for the Pre-Primary School

An educational path focused on the 3D printer in a playful context, 

working with 5 year old children, promotes the development of:

• Awareness of the task

• Logical thinking

• Foresight capacity for abstraction

• Lateralization skills

• Ability to verbalization of the strategies

• Metacognitive skills

GOAL: Identification of the potential use of 3D printing in

the kindergarten as a part of educational pathways for the

development of skills



in3Dire is an open source software system and open hardware-based

Raspberry Pi to make the design of the pieces to be printed

independently by internet and paid software to facilitate work at the

schools.

It also is a complete 

system to manage a 

private wifi network 

in class with several

services active for 

the teacher and the 

students



Raspberry Pi3





The services provided are optimized for 3D printing, but include 

functionality designed to optimize classroom activities, such as

assignment and delivery of tasks, sharing of materials, and 

writing a collective blog 



SugarCAD



SugarCAD has been developed entirely at Indire

Teachers and students can design their own shapes and projects using the 

SugarCAD software directly from their web browser. 

SugarCAD provides basic and complex functionalities, depending on the 

user's level, and permits to export the generated shapes in the STL format, 

which is the standard 3d printing file format. 

SugarCAD is designed to be, as best as possible, intuitive and user friendly.

SugarCAD



SugarCAD





Real problems: Connection

In order to work using Online 3D Model Software, access to the 

internet is crucial. A lot of schools offer a WIFI network linked 

to the local town network. Often times however this kind of 

connection is weak, and is subject to restrictions, limiting 

browsing and navigation, making it not the best choice. 



Real problems: Browser on the LIM

The use of Tinkercad with the browser via the Active Board 

needs special specifications: not all browsers handle the touch

in the same way, the JavaScript offers its events called 

"TouchEvent" which are managed by variables that are not 

equal for all browsers. Our experience suggest to use Firefox, 

with everything update.












